
After specimen processing, available biological data are
stored on magnetic tape. Investigators seeking to evaluate the
research potential of available specimens are provided with
such things as systematic listings, compilations or geographic
plots by taxa, and information about capturing gear and
depths. The computer data base has become a very useful
tool for encouraging and aiding investigators concerned with
polar fauna and flora.

Although no large, general collections of marine organ-
isms have been received in recent months, we are curating
some extensive collections of unstudied taxa, extensive in
both quantity and geographic coverage. A continuing search
for interested and qualified specialists is a prominent part of
our operations.

To facilitate systematic analyses of large and species-rich
taxa, we are now classifying certain selected groups to lower
taxonomic levels. The antarctic and subantarctic polychaet
worms is one such group. Classification of the benthic speci-
mens to families is well underway. The copepod crustaceans
collected in plankton nets from two small Eltanin cruises have
been sorted to genera. Larger specimens caught in midwater
trawls are being reexamined and classified. As time permits,
other groups may be sorted to more readily useful levels.
Some specialists studying either the polychaets or copepods
have been contacted already, but others are encouraged to ap-
prise our staff of their interests. This applies also to specialists
in other taxa. We will make all possible effort to supply re-
quested specimens for research.

Potential investigators also may be interested in SOSC's
program called "Cooperative systematic studies and analyses
of polar biological materials." sosc subcontracts with scien-
tists who may require relatively small sums to complete
research projects and prepare timely reports on the speci-
mens.

The processing of polar collections and maintenance of a
centralized data base is supported by National Science Foun-
dation contract DPP 74-13988. The cooperative systematic
studies are supported under National Science Foundation
grant DPP 76-23979.

LC-130R research flights, 1977-78

SAMUEL R. SCHOENHALS

Naval Weapons Center
China Lake, California 93555

Kosar (1977) described the National Science Founda-
tion's research-configured LC-130R aircraft, which is oper-
ated by Navy Antarctic Development Squadron Six (vxE-6).
During the summer of 1977, modifications to the aircraft
allowed the addition of three types of research projects. An air
sampling manifold and exhaust ports were added to accom-
modate air chemistry research, and coaxial cables were in-
stalled in the wings to accommodate a radio echo ice sound-
ing system. An airborne magnetometer system was also in-
stalled at the Naval Air Station, Patuxent River, Maryland,

for the Applied Physics Laboratory, Laurel, Maryland.
The aircraft was configured for air chemistry and mag-

netometry measurements in October 1977 in the United
States. The research equipment was operated during transit
to New Zealand as a final checkout before deployment to
Antarctica. Instrumentation consisted of the airborne
research data system (ARDS), air sampling equipment for A.
Hogan (State University of New York at Albany), A. Mason
(University of Miami), E. Robinson (Washington State
University), and W. Zollar (University of Maryland), and the
magnetometer system.

Adverse weather at McMurdo Station prevented deploy-
ment to Antarctica until the first of November, SO two air
sampling/magnetometry flights were made from
Christchurch. The first went to the vicinity of MacQuarie Is-
land and the second to the vicinity of Lord Howe Island.
Total flight time including transit from California was ap-
proximately 40 hours. The magnetometer system was
removed from the airplane prior to deployment to Antarctica.

Air chemistry research flights conducted during early
November included three round trip flights from McMurdo
Station to Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station, and a flight to
the drill camp site at J-9, with passes through the Mount
Erebus plume on the return leg. The airplane returned to
Christchurch, where the research equipment was removed
and stored, on 13 November 1977. Total flight time including
transit was about 52 hours.

In early January 1978, the aircraft was configured for a
series of ice sounding/magnetometry flights. Instrumentation
consisted of the ARDS, the radio echo ice sounding system
(Scott Polar Research Institute, Cambridge, England), and
the magnetometer system.

The airplane left Christchurch on 13 January 1978. Dur-
ing the next 9 days, 13 flights were made from McMurdo Sta-
tion. The airplane returned to Christchurch, where the
research equipment was again removed, on 24 January 1978.
Total flight time including transit was about 159 hours.

The ARDS was used to supply and record data to support
both series of research flights. Data shown in the table were
recorded on a nine-track computer-compatible magnetic tape
recorder. The sample rate for each channel was about eight
samples per second.

I thank the personnel operating the ARDS, Gary Ahr and
Jack Klever. I extend sincere appreciation to Commander
Jaeger for the outstanding performance of the flight and
ground crews of VXE-6 and to the science crews. Each is com-
mended for the cooperative spirit, excellent support, active
participation, and valued camaraderie.

The ARDS program and aircraft modification is supported
by the National Science Foundation.
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ARDS channel assignments and data characteristics

Channel	 Signal	Resolution
No.	Parameter	source	and units	Range

00	Frame sync	Master control

01	Identification	Master control

02	Month! day!	Master control
	 0-123199

year (date)

03	Hour! minute! Master control
	 0-235959

second (time)

04	Quadrant	LTN-51 INS	0.1
	 0-90

(most signifi-
cant digit)!
latitude

05	Longitude	LTN-51 INS	0.1
	 0-180

06	Absolute	APN-l94 radar 1 ft. (30.48
	

0-5000
altitude	 cm)

07	Spare	Manual data
(manual)	unit

08	Pressure	Garrett	1 ft. (30.48
altitude	pressure	cm)

transducer

09	Spare	Manual data
(manual)	unit

10	Angle of at-	Rosemont	0.01 mb.
tack pressure	pressure
force	transducer

11	Angle of side-	Rosemont	0.01 rnb.
slip pressure	pressure
force	transducer

12	Drift angle!	LTN-51 INS	1 degree! 1
true heading	 degree

13	Heading! true C 1 Compass 1 degree! 1
airspeed	#1! TAS Com- knot

puter A!A
24G-9

14	Heading! true C12 Compass	1 degree! I
airspeed	#2! TAS Com- knot

puter AlA
24G-9

15	Track angle!	LTN-51 INS	1 degree! 1
ground speed	 knot

16	Drift angle!	APN-147 Dop-	1 degree! 1
ground speed	pIer radar	knot

17	Spare	Manual data
(manual)	unit

Channel	 Signal
	

Resolution
No.	Parameter	source	and units	Range

18	Static pressure Garrett	0.001 in. mer-	3-31.000
pressure	cury(Hg)
transducer

19	Wind direc-	LTN-51 INS	1 degree! 1	0-359!
tion/ wind
	

knot	0-379
speed

20	Static pressure Garrett	0.01 rnb.	100-
pressure	 1050.00
transducer

21	Differential	Rosemont	0.01 mb.	0-204.00
pressure	pressure

transducer

22	Total tern-	Rosemont	0.01°C	—99.00
perature	pressure	 +64.00

transducer

23	Dew point	General
	

0.1°C	—75.Oto
temperature	Eastern hy-	 +50.0

grometer 1011

24	Free-air tern-	Hewlett-	0.01°C	—80.00
perature	Packard	 to

quartz ther-	 +99.99
mometer 2801

Spare

Spare
Spare

Ozone con-	Dasibi ozone	100 parts per	0-5000
centration	monitor	billion

Water vapor	303 moisture	0.01% full	0-100.00
monitor	scale

Cabin	Rosemont	1 ft. (30.48	0-20000
pressure	pressure	cm)
altitude	transducer

Ice sounding	Ice sounding	1.second	0-235959
clock	system

Ice sounding	Ice sounding	Units	0-999999
frame number system
Ice sounding	Camera con-	Units	0-999999
side picture	trol unit
number

Scalor mag-	Proton mag-	1 gamma	0-99999
netometer	netometer

X vector	Vector mag-	100 gammas	±999
netometer

Y vector	Vector mag-	100 gammas	±999
netometer

Z vector	Vector mag-	100 gammas	±999
netometer

0-80000	25

26

27
28

±92.00	29

±92.00	30

±39!	31

0-359

0-359!	32

70-450
33

0-359
70-450	34

35
0-359
0-999	36
0-359
0-999
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